
Chapter 4
Polynomial and Rational 

Functions



Section 3
Graphing Rational Functions



DAY 1



1) Find the domain
Set the given denominator equal to zero, solve for x. Exclude these x 
values from the domain.

2) Write R(x) in lowest terms
Factor top and bottom if possible and cancel any like terms from top to 
bottom

3) Locate Intercepts
x-intercepts  set numerator from #2 =0, solve for x
y-intercepts  plug 0 in for all x’s and simplify

4) Test for Symmetry
R(-x) = R(x)  symmetric to y-axis
R(-x) = -R(x)  symmetric to origin



5) Vertical Asymptotes
Set denominator from #2 = 0 and solve for x *check for holes*

6) Horizontal/oblique Asymptotes
Compare degrees (use notes from 4.2 for reference)

7) Calculator
Type the entire ORIGINAL equation into y1. Be sure the whole top is in 
parenthesis and the entire bottom is in its own set of parenthesis. (draw 
a sketch)

8) Graph
Use all of the above information to get an accurate graph



Example 1:

R(x) = 
𝑥−1

𝑥2−4

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:
*plug in –x matches original  y; completely opposite  origin



Step 5: Step 8:

Step 6:

Step 7:



Example:

R(x) = 
𝑥3−1

𝑥2−9

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:



Step 5: Step 8:

Step 6:

Step 7:



Example:

R(x) = 
𝑥2+𝑥−12

𝑥2−𝑥−6

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:



Step 5: Step 8:

Step 6:

Step 7:



DAY 2



Writing Equations of Rational Functions

Need to identify all the pieces of the rational function first from the graph:

V.A.  set denominator equal to zero, solve for x
Hole in graph  had an identical factor on top and bottom
H.A. or O.A.  degree on top = degree on bottom  y = lead coeff./lead coeff.

 degree on top < degree on bottom  y = 0
Intercepts:

 x-int set numerator = 0, solve for x
 if x-int touches multiplicity = even #
 if x-int crosses multiplicity = odd #

 y-int plug in 0 for all x’s and simplify



NEW:

If the graph approaches a vertical asymptote from left to right
 in opposite directions , multiplicity = odd # (changes signs from left 

right)
 in same direction, multiplicity = even (no sign change)



V.A.: (factors in the bottom)
x = -4  opposite  odd
x = 0  opposite  odd

H.A.: (degree of top & bottom)
y = 0  degree of top is less than 

degree of bottom
(degree of bottom = 2, degree of top = 1)

x-int: (factors in the top)
(-1, 0)  crosses  odd



V.A.: (factors in the bottom)
x = -5  opposite  odd
x = 2  same  even

H.A.: (degree of top & bottom)
y = 2  degree top = degree of bottom

2/1

x-int: (factors in the top)
(-2, 0) touches  even
(5, 0)  crosses  odd



EXIT SLIP


